




Bob Transforms Himself

This is Bob: The bigger Bob copies have How many times bigger are the
been rescaled, as indicated by what happened rescaled Bobs’ areas and perimeters,
to the little square in his right leg. in cases where you can say?



The length of a polygon (or even a curve) can be thought of as the sum of the
lengths of (possibly many small) disjoint line segments which make it up.  So if you
rescale the plane or space by a uniform factor (the same in each direction), each of the
line segments on the perimeter will be rescaled by this same factor, and so will the entire
length.  Similarly, the area of a region is the sum of the areas of rectangles which
partition it.  If you scale the plane uniformly by a factor then each side of the rectangle
becomes longer by that factor, and so the area is multiplied by the square of the scaling
constant.  You can also scale the plane by different amounts in the horizontal and vertical
direction, or by shearing transformations.  The effects on area are the same as on the
rectangles which partition it, but since lengths of line segments will scale according to
their slope, you probably can’t predict the effect on the total perimeter of a complicated
person like Bob.  Similar scaling principles apply in higher dimensions.

Scaling properties help you remember formulas for length, area, volume, and can
also be helpful in working contest problems.
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Area = πab
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arc length = α  radians

total circumference = 2π
sector area = α/2

total area = π

α R

α

arc length = αR  radians

total circumference = 2πR

sector area = (α/2)R2

total area = πR2

volume = (4/3)πR3

surface area = 4πR2

1

volume = (4/3)π
surface area = 4π












